Hypnotic Age Regression
Certification Course

How to Really Conduct Powerful, Life Changing
Age Regression Sessions
Presented by Calvin Banyan, MA, CI, BCH, DNGH

Are you ready to take your hypnosis
practice to the next level? Would you
like to be counted among the best of
the best in the profession? Then, certification in hypnotic age regression is a
must.

Age regression hypnosis is the most
powerful tool available to the hypnosis
professional, period. Nothing gets to the
root cause of the problem as quickly or as
completely as age regression hypnosis
done right. The key is to make sure that
you are doing age regression hypnosis
correctly for maximum benefit. This is
where Cal Banyan’s “Hypnotic Age Regression Certification Course” comes in.

Basic and entry level hypnosis certification courses simply don’t spend much
time teaching this most powerful tool; in
fact, it usually gets only a brief mention.
There simply isn’t enough time, and new
students are simply not ready for this kind
of advanced training. But, now is the time
for you to take this next step in your professional development because Cal, the
highly recognized authority in the use of
hypnotic age regression work is teaching
this very special Age Regression Certification course that covers everything you
need to know to be among the best age
regressionists in the world.

Cal Banyan is teaching this course because NGH Convention attendees have
begged him to do it. He has written countless articles on the subject, and taught
seminars about it, and in the past, to get
this training you had to take his full 7-day
course to get this information. Finally,
here it is, a complete certification course
on the skill set required to do expert level
age regression hypnotherapy. This twoday intensive certification course may
never be offered again.

Course #221

Monday-Tuesday
August 10th-11th
*Tuition: $375

Sessions begin at 9 AM

W hy take this Age
Regression Certification
cour se:

• Go beyond mere direct suggestion and
visualization techniques that are boring age regression work is always different
from the session before, making both interesting and stimulating to do.

• Age regression done right can cause instant, long lasting, even permanent
change in clients, especially when paired
properly with direct suggestion hypnosis.

• When you learn and get certified in
doing age regression hypnosis, you position yourself above others in your area
who restrict themselves to doing only direct suggestion hypnosis.

You can become one of the best of the
best in the profession by mastering age
regression which is the best thing you
can do for yourself professionally, which
results in a more secure and successful
hypnotism practice/business.

Because Age Regression certification
can have such a profound effect on the
success of your practice/business, it can
mean the difference between being parttime and going full-time in the profession,
or if you are full-time, this expertise can
significantly increase your income.

Most impor tantly:

You will be learning from Cal Banyan, the
age regression authority, who can teach
you insider techniques that originated
with him, usually only learned by
5-PATH® hypnosis professionals.

Others have copied his advanced techniques, but no one can teach them like
Cal Banyan, who will show you everything step-by-step, with classroom
demonstrations, videos of real sessions
with real clients, plus your own supervised practice.

You will have everything you need to
begin using and mastering this most powerful tool in your hypnotism practice, confidently and competently.

Don’t Miss Out!

Hello, this is Cal Banyan and I want to
see you in this professional age regression certification course.

Here is why you must act and enroll in
this special course. I usually reserve this
high level of training only for those
who are in my 7 or 10 day certification
courses. But I thought I think it would be
fun and beneficial to teach a two day
course that focuses exclusively on the
one hypnotic procedure that is the most
powerful, and the most versatile.

I promise to not only teach you the fundamentals, but I will show you insider
techniques that only 5-PATHers or those
who work at my center learn. Mastering
age regression, the way I’ll show you how
to do it, turns each client into a mystery
novel, and you become the master detective, who can reliably find the cause of
the problem in your client’s past and resolve it masterfully. Take this certification
course and I’ll personally show you how.

Click here to register online

Cal Banyan

W hat is included in the
Course?

All attendees of this certification course will
receive the Amazon.com best seller in the
category of “Hypnotherapy”, Hypnosis and
Hypnotherapy: Basic to Advanced Techniques for the Professional, by Cal Banyan
and co-author Gerald F. Kein. You will also
receive a detailed step-by-step course manual covering age regression hypnosis. Finally, all graduates of the course will receive
an 11 x 14 inch high quality certificate, declaring your certification as an Age Regression Hypnosis Professional.

W ho Should Attend

This course was specifically designed for
National Guild of Hypnotists Certified Hypnotists, Hypnotherapists, and Consulting
Hypnotists. The NGH certification is the perfect training and background for those who
wish to take this advanced certification
course.

If you have just completed your NGH certification course, or have completed it a long
time ago, and you have always wanted to
get certified in doing age regression sessions, then this class is for you. You do not
need to have had any training or experience
in doing age regression work.

Two-Day Certification Course Agenda
Day 1 - Monday

Model of the Mind and why age
regression is so effective.
Learn the mind, body, emotional
connection (The Secret Language
of Feelings).
How to quickly and reliably obtain
somnambulism required to do age
regression.
Demonstrations and practice time.
Introduction to how age regression
works (mechanics).
How to do Date/Time Age
Regression.
How to do Affect Bridge Age
Regression.
“When I finally decided that I wanted a
career in hypnotherapy, I did a ton of research and one name kept popping up,
Cal Banyan! Definitely, the best move I
have ever made.”
—Anthony Sandoval

How to do the Time Tunneling
Technique™ Age Regression.
Demonstration of age regression
technique.
Practice age regression role play

Day 2 - Tuesday
Review and answering questions.
Practice age regression role play.
Videos of Cal conducting age regression session(s) with real
clients.
Step-by-step walk through of doing
age regression.
Practice real age regression.
Review and discussion.
Optional additional age regression
practice.
“It was a real privilege and opportunity to
take this course with Cal Banyan, a gifted
teacher. I came to this class with the expectations of building my own confidence,
a few suggested patter scripts and maybe
the opportunity to hypnotize someone. I
learned and did all this the first day! The
rest of the course changed my life. And
because of the tools I received, will
change the lives of many others. Thank
you.”
—Berry Cessna, Naples, FL

“I have learned a great load of confidence in the idea of there being a logical
process and I appreciate every moment
of this experience. He is an incredible
teacher and worth every cent. I will rec“Cal Banyan is passionate, and relentless
ommend this course to everyone.”
Testimonials
—Miranda MacNeil in the task of teaching and imparting
Regina, BC, Canada knowledge to his students (almost
“Cal Banyan breaks down difficult concepts,
manic!). Anyone can see and feel the inbuilding upon blocks of learning as he folds
in new information. His use of metaphor in “I couldn’t ask for a better instructor than tegrity and the drive combined in Cal to
explaining feelings is fantastic.”
Calvin Banyan, he is consistent in what make each of his students a successful
—Cecilia Anderson he teaches, I learned a lot in class. hypnotist - the best there is! I have gained
Thanks to Calvin Banyan for giving us knowledge, wisdom, methodology and
“I am actually hesitant in writing this because the best tools in this profession.”
optimism to move forward in the world of
I do not believe I have the words to give Cal
—Lissette Rivera hypnotherapy. Thank you, Cal! “
Banyan’s powerful teachings justice. Fur—Jayanthi Thiagarajan, Dubai, United
thermore, Cal Banyan is truly the master of
Arab Emirates
this field. He has a unique personality and a “I would recommend this training to any
unique way of teaching, putting his heart and experienced hypnotist who wants to take “Excellent, well structured, giving some
soul in it.”
—Elizabeth Sharp Swain their age regression skills to the next valuable insights.”
—Sean Sheehy
level.”
—Stephen Ferguson
All you have to have is a sincere desire to
become a better hypnotist, and to add this
very powerful skill set to your list of hypnotic
techniques.

Calvin D. Banyan MA, CI, BCH, DNGH holds a MA in Psychology and is an NGH Board Certified Hypnotist, and Instructor
who has been published in the HypnoGram® and has a regular column in the Journal of Hypnotism®. He has conducted thousands of individual
hypnotism sessions, and continues training, supervising and consulting other hypnotists. He owns the Banyan Hypnosis Center for Training
& Services, Inc. where the hypnotists use the 5-PATH™ System of Hypnotism to help clients with a broad range of issues. He is co-author
with Gerald F. Kein of the book, Hypnosis And Hypnotherapy: Basic To Advanced Techniques For The Professional. He is also the author of
The Secret Language of Feelings. He is the recipient of the following NGH awards: Certified Instructor of the Year (2002 & 2003), Educator of the Year (2003), Charles Tebbetts Award (2005). He received his FNGH in 2004 and was entered into the Order of Braid (2005). He is
also a member of the NGH Advisory Board and the NGH Ethics Board. He also produces an award winning weekly hypnosis training video program, Hypnosis,
Etc. published on www.CalBanyan.com.

Click here to register online

